The flower to fruit transition in Citrus is partially sustained by autonomous carbohydrate synthesis in the ovary.
Why evergreen fruit tree species accumulate starch in the ovary during flower bud differentiation in spring, as deciduous species do during flower bud dormancy, is not fully understood. This is because in evergreen species carbon supply is assured by leaves during flower development. We suggest the existence of an autonomous mechanism in the flowers which counteracts the competition for photoassimilates with new leaves, until they become source organs. Our hypothesis is that starch accumulated during Citrus ovary ontogeny originates from 1) its own photosynthetic capacity and 2) the mobilization of reserves. Through defoliation experiments, we found that ovaries accumulate starch during flower ontogeny using a dual mechanism: 1) the autotrophic route of source organs activating Rubisco (RbcS) genes expression, and 2) the heterotrophic route of sink organs that hydrolyze sucrose in the cytosol. Defoliation 40 days before anthesis did not significantly reduce ovary growth, flower abscission or starch concentration up to 20 days after anthesis (i.e. 60 days later). Control flowers activated the energy depletion signaling system (i.e. SnRK1) and RbcS gene expression around athesis. Defoliation accelerated and boosted both activities, increasing SPS gene expression (sucrose synthesis), and SUS1, SUS3 and cwINV (sucrose hydrolysis) to maintain a glucose threshold which satisfied its need to avoid abscission.